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ABSTRACT
The relative strength of racial and nonracial factors

in motivating the public's opinion about busing has both theoretical
--and policy implications. If nonracial, especially self interest,
factors are the strongest motives for opposition, then the success of
busing, and of schdol desegregation in general, will depend upon the
ability Of the American political process to ameliorate the personal,
social clasS, and educational aims of the contending parties. If
oppdsition is rooted in racial or political attitudes, then attempts
to adjust the self interest claims of the contending parties will be
ineffective, leaving opposition to busing undiminished. This paper
describes the results.of a public opinion study conducted in

\. Louisville, Kentucky, qt the end of the first year of county wide
:court ordered desegregation. The study examined the correlates of
anti-busing attitudes with both racial and nonracial factors. It was

\ found that neighborhood ties, perception of one's own neighborhood
,schools-as superior to others, having children in the public schools,
*lid having children wlio were bused, were all insignificant in
predicting opposition to busing. Racism, however, as demonstrated by
the beliefs that discrimination no longer exists, that blacks are
malting unfair demands and gains, and being accorded undue recognition
and, respect, was a significant predictor of anti-busing sentiment.
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RACIAL AND NON-RACIAL

CORRELATES OF ANTI-BUSING ATTITUDES IN LOUISVILLE

John B. McConahayi

Duke University

Busing seems not the way to achieve what we are after and ought
to be dropped. The best argument againstit was given by a neigh-
bor: "You forget; Michener, that when we came to school on the
trolley car we were coming to a better school. So that any ex-
pense of time. or money was justified. But if you bus our children
into Philadelphia, they will be going to a worse school. And for
that there can be no justification."

James A. Michener
2

The real issur isn't education. The real issue is Niggers!

David.Dukes, Grand Dragon of the
KujClux Klan add5essing a rally
in South Boston.

:
In the current controversy, over the use of school buses to desegregate

the public schools,of America, most opponents of busing (David Dukes notably

excepted) have taken great pains . to justify their positions on non-racial

grounds. Both popular
4

and schoLarly5 opponents have emphasized that busing
P

harms education, causes_greatinconvenience and suffering to students and

their parents and violates the:integrity of the local neighborhood. Advocates

of busing for desegregation, while not ignoring educational and other non-

racial issues,'have'generally charged that much of the opposition was rooted

in racism.
6

The relative strengths of racial and non-racial factors in motivating'

the public's opposition to busing has implications for scholarly theories
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of mass political attitudes and behavior,
7
but it also has policy implications.

If non-racial, especially self-interest factors, are the strongest motives

for opposition, then the success of busing and school desegregation in general

will hinge upon the ability, of the American political process to ameliorate

the personal, social class and educational claims of the contending parties.

For example, the government might compensate persons for any decline in their

property values. Or, school administrators might tinker with bus schedules

to make them more convenient. Or they might improve the quality of education

, in certain schools in order to reduce the discrepancies between previously

all white and all black schools. HoweVer, if opposition to busing is rooted

in racial attitudes and/or other values acquired during political socialize-.

tion, then attempting to adjust the self-interest claims of the contending

parties (no matter how worthwhile this would be in its own right) will miss

the mark and leave the opposition to busing undiminished. Under these cir-

cumstances, busing or other means of school desegregation will need to be

described to the public in a fashion that does not pfrend certain deeply

held values while emphasizing that it will optimize other equally cherished

values. That is, the symbol manipulation role of political leaders will

take 'on crucial importance.
8

My purpose here is to shed some light upon the racial versus non-racial

aspect of the busing issue. I shall report the results of the analysis of

public opinion research in Louisville, Kentucky, while the busing controversy

was very intense there. The analysis examined the correlates of anti-busing

attitudes and such non-racial factors as the degree of personal self-interest'

in the outcome of the controversy and concerns about eduCation. The analysis

of the role of racial attitudes included both the traditional measures of
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anti-black attitudes or old fashioned racism and a new set of racial opinions

which my colleagues and I have called symbolic racism.
9

Previoua public opinion research on. the busing issue has been sparse

and of only limited value. Since it has been reviewed in detail elsewhere;

I will simply summarize it here.
10 First, most of the studies did not have

adequate or appropriate samples. Second, all but one examined only racial

factors Or only non-racial factors as correlates of busing opposition Third,

the one study that analyzed the relative strengths of both found strong racial

effects and negligible self-interest effects.
11

However, this study used a

national sample and, thus, very few respondents appeared in it who were di-

rectly affected by busing. This would limit the likelihood of finding self-

interest effects.

The data reported below, came from a random sample of adults living

in Louisville and surrounding Jefferson County at the end of the first year

of court ordered, countywide school desegregation. This study 'differs from

previous research in that it has a sizable random sample, which was drawn

in a locality where busing was already in effect, tested the relative strengths

of both racial and non-racial factors in the same analysis and used a scale of

strength of opposition to busing that had both greater reliability and-greater

varfarice than previous studies.

The Local Context:

Busing for desegregation came to Louisville in the fall of 1975. In

the preceding summer, Judge Gordon issued an order combining the city .and

county school systems and mandating busing to achieve desegregation. The uni-

fied school system implemented a plan that used busing to create schools that

were no less than 14 percent black and no more thah 18 percent black. There
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were some schools that were as much as 24 percent black, but these were

"walk -in" schools situated in desegregated neighborhoods. The total school

population was 20 percent black at that time and previously there, had been

a number of all white and all black schools. For both whites and blacks,

busing Or walking was on the basis of a quasi-random assignment. Whites

were to be bused one,or two out of their twelve years in school. The exact

number and the specific year was a joint function of .grade and first letter

of last name, Blackswere to be bused for 9 of their 12 years, again on

the basis of grade and last initial. Despite the fact that the major burden

of the busing fell upon the black students'and the ratio of blacks to whites

in any school approximated the desegregation mix that previous research had

shown that whites -- North and South -- found most acceptable,12 the white

community reacted with a fury that attracted national attention.

Starting in August, 1975, there were protests, demonstrations, sit-ins,

fire-bombings, boycotts and other acts of resistance. The survey reported

here was taken in the spring of 1976 when most of the violence had died

down, but while the non-violent protests were continuing. It was the first

of two independent waves of adult interviews. The second (not reported here)

was completed in the summer of 1977. Also interviewed, but not yet analyzed

were samples of community leaders and of children who were in the public

schools in 1975-76 and 1976-77.
13

Attitudes Toward Segregation and Busing:

Busing and.school desegregation were salient issues to the black and

white citizens of Louisville. In response to our first question, "What do

you think are the most important problems facing Louisville and Jefferson

County today? Any others?", the most frequent response (70 percent) mentioned

5
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busing explicitly and 76 percent of the respondents mentioned at least one

problemhaving to do with busing and school desegregation. Our respondents

also thought crime (28%) and the local economy (24%) presented problems, but

`these lagged far behind busing and desegregation.

Though Louisville is in a border state that is more southern than north-

ern in culture, segregationist sentiment was not rampant there.
14

When asked

'if they preferred full integration, segregation or something in between (see

Table 1 for exact_ wording), only 16 percent of the whites opted for full

separation.
15

Furthermore, when asked a rather "hard" version of a school deseg-

I

regation question,
16

a majority of the whites reSponded that they thought propor-
N

tional representation of the races in each school was a good idea (see Table

1). Black respondents were even more in favor of the idea, but a majority

of whites favored it nevertheless. It should be noted that the wording of

this item reflected the condition that existed in Louisville as a result of

the busing plan in effect in 1975-1976. Every school approximated the racial

composition of the school population as a whole. However, the question did

not have any emotionally loaded symbols such as "busing" or "desegregation."

Insert Table 1 about here

When. these ternwere introduced,'\however, the whites in Louisville ex-

hibited the same reversal noted {.:..rational samples by other researchers.
17

They favored desegregation, but they did not want busing. As shown in Table

1, 76 percent of the whites were strongly opposed.
l8

Blacks tended to favor

the plan, but were not as nearly unanimous in their support as whites were

in their opposition.

6
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Whites not only rejected the currant busing plan, but also rejected

the notion of busing in general, fully 53 percent of white respnndents op-

posed the plan and could think of no modification in the plan that would

make it acceptable to them. (See Table 1.)

Furthermore, 20 percent of the whites indicated that they would engage

in protest and demonstrations against it if the busing plan Were continued

the next year, as shown in Table 1. However, this response should be con-

sidered more as an indication of the depth of their feelings than as a pr)-

mise of things to come. Nothing approaching that percentage turned out to

protest during the 1976-77 school year. If they had, Louisville offiCials

would have had quite a problem on their hands. Twenty percent is larger

than the 15 perCent of the Watts population that participated in the 1965

uprising there.19

In order to increase the reliability of our analyses, a scale of Strerigth

of Opposition'* to Busing was created by combining responses to the three

busing questions shown in Table 1. The details of scale conv,.ruction are

rap_d "isa.hara, 20 The crola had a high level of reliability and it was

",

the dependent variable for all ,subsequent analyses reported here. For

illustrative purposes, cross-tabulations between a representative item from

the scale and certain correlates of the scale that proved to be imr-rtaut

on the basis of multiple regression analysis are also reported. The repre-

sentative item chosen was the question regarding the acceptability of busing

if modificationdwere made in-the plan. .(This is the next to last ouestion

shown in Table 1.) This item was dichotomized into two categories: the

adamant opponents and all other positions. adamant opponents of busing

were three who rejected the plan:in all cases while the other crtegory
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included those who were in favor of busing, or who wore opposed, but would

accept it with modifications in the plan or who were not sure of their

position on the issue.

Self-Interest and Personal Convenience:

Many opponents of busing argue that their opposition and that of others

is based upon personal self-interest or their concern for the self-interest

and personal convenience of other whites.
22

For a person to have a self-

interest in the outcome of a political or social controversy, the outcome

should have a direct economic or physical comfort and convenience effect

upon ,,the person or his or. her immediate family. (We shall consider class

interests and other indirect interests below.) A person's self-interest

can increabe or decrease depending upon the issue and upon how directly the
1, o

person is affected financially or physically. With respect to the busing

issue, it is the children who would be bused or their 7.1arents who 'have the

most direct self-interest. It is they who have to get up earlier to catch

the bus, provide extra money for lunch if the students had walked home for

lunch previously and .so forth. Adults without children, who rent their

houses and have few ties to the neighborhood or community should have the

least direct self-interest. Any financial or convenience effects upon them

would be minimal and indirect, perhaps the marginal increment in their rent

attributable to the marginal increment in the landlord's taxes due to the

marginal increment in transportation costs.

Nence,.if opposition-to busing is motivated strongly by self-interest,

measures of self-interest and convenience ought to be related to our Strength

of Opposition to Busing scale in predictable ways: those who have the most

to lose, who are most inconvenienced, or who are most seriously and personally



affected by busing ought to be most opposed. Am shown in Table 2, this

happened in many cases, but the associations were week.
2

.

3

Children in School.. Presumably, one of the groups of whitey with the

most self-interest ought to be parents with children in school. Parents of

public school students should be the most affected because their childrvt. ent

would attend the newly desegregated schools either on buses or on foot to

schools receiving black students. However, parents of private or parochial

school students should also have greater self-interest than non-parents

since the increased demand for spaces in private and parochial schools

might drive-up tuition costs or if these parents suffered financial reversals

they might have to send their youngsters to the public schools. Hence, if

concern for their children's safety or the quality of their education were

a powerful factor motivating opposition to busing, we might expect parents

to be more opposed than non-parents.

As shown in Table 2, this was somewhat the case. Parents of school

children were slightly more opposed than non-parents. The zero order cor-

relation (the'correlation with no controls for other factors) was +.11.

However, this relationship accounted for only slightly more than one percent

of"the variance in oprosition to busing and, as we shall see, this-relation-

ship was reduced to zero when other factors were controlled. A further illus-

tration of the similarity on this issues of those with school age children to

those without is grovided. by, responses to the question on modifications in the

busing plan. Fifty-four percent of those with children and 52% of those with-'

out children were opposed to busing no matter what changes might be madeia

trivial difference.



Insert Table 2 about hare

Relative ualit a d Im ortane of Nei hbor ood School , Another mea-

sure of self - interest we tasted was the relative quality of the schools in

the neighborhood. Parents ought to be most concerned with the qqality of
0

the local school, but non-parents have a self-interest here as well because

the qual4ty of the neighborhood schools could affect ``the resale value of

homes. Hence,'people perceiving that their neighborhood schools were infer-

ior to others in Louisville and Jefferson County should favor busing because

it could potentially improve the educational opportunities of youngsters

bused to better schools and those perceiving that their neighborhood schools

were superior should be opposed.
24

It did not seem to turn out that way. in Louisville, however. 'As Shown

in Table 2, those who perceived that'their neighborhood schools were better

than others were less opposed than those who perceived their schools to be

worse than schools elsewhere! Again, though, the relationship was weak and

t....poduced even more when controls were applied.

It has also been argued in the popular media that opposition to busing

is,rooted in the destruction of the neighborhood sch a social and re-

creational center for loCal.community.
25 However, the perceived social and

recreational importance of the local school was not at all' related to strength
. _

of opposition to 11-4ing (r 40, see Table 2).

Neighborhood es, Opposiion'to busing has been popularly explained

as a perceived invasion of community territory or of local turf. Persons

who own as opposed to rent their homes, those who have a great many relatives



in the area, who have lived there A tong ttme and Wh era not tikaty Its

moving eleewhere moon, in short those w1.0 dtrong it to the netghhorhood,

have a calf-intereat in maintaining the culturad. and wooril stability of

the neighborhood and therefore Ought to he more opposed to hnettig than those

with fewer ties to ttie'territsry.

Atilehowr, Ltti Teble.2 these measures of self-interest produced mixed,

but uniformly weak relationships. Length of resAdance and home ownership

were related to strength of opposition to busing in the way that self7interest ,

would predict, but general happiness with the neighborhood was in the opposite

direction and the number of relatives and likelihood of moving were not signi7

ficantly related 'at all.

The Best Equation. In order to estimate the overall strengtH of the

measures of,self-interest and to determine the "Statistically best" prediCtors

of'antiA3using attitudes, a stepwise multiple regression was performed using

the variables shown in Table 2 as prediCtors.
26

The standardized regression

coefficients (or Beta weights) for the best equation using self-interest

factorkas predictors are sbown in Table 2. These coefficients may be re--

garded as a form of partial correlation between the given predictor and anti--

busing attitudes with the other variables in the equation controlled.27 For

measures of self-interest, the best predictor variables were having children

° in ;liool, relative ratings of neighborhood schools and length of residence

in the neighborhood. However, the.predictive power (R
2
) for this equation

could account for only three precent of the variance on the Strength of Op-

position to Busing scale. . And the R
2

from the multiple regression equation

including all measures of self-interest shown in Table 2 was equally dismal.

11
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Aa 4 further teat of the 4elt-tntereet and convenience hypotheates 4

separate analysis tieing only whtto parents with children to echnot wed per-

formed. All perente would have some twit-interest but their aelf-intereet.

concorno, fears, end convenience might be increased by such factors as the

number of children they have in achool, their retinae of their neighborhood

schools, or the number of girls or boys they have.

Public Versus Pr;vate Schooll. One of the most impo.'tant of these factors

would be the type of school the children attended. A number of elite comment-
,

ators from both the left
28

and right
29

wings of the political spectrum and

countless speakers at greas roots anti-busing rallies in Louisville, Boston,

Los Angeles, and elsewhere have pointed out that many prominent pro-busing

advocates have their children in private or parochial schools and, hence, can

afford to be for busing for other people's children. We might, therefore,

expect those whose children were in private or parochial schools to be less

opposed to.busing than public, school parents whose children were bused.

This did not. prove to be the case, however. As shown in Table 3, the

type of school attended was not significantly correlated with anti-busing

attitudes. Parental opposition was not affected,by (nor did it affect) the

type of schools attended by their children."

Insert Table 3 about here

Bused and Not Bused. If was indicated above that the parents of students
r

who rode the bus (and their children) were the persons in the community who

would be moat affected and inconvenienced by the busing program. If personal

12

vok

a
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self-interest and convenience were factors in motivacing opposition to busing,

then certainly the parents of bused students ought to be more opposed than

other parents. Once again, however, the relationship did not materialize.

As shown in Table 3, the correlation between the extent of busing in the

family and opposition to busing was .00! The parents whose children were

bused and those whose children walked to the same school .they would have

attended without a busing or desegregation plan were equally opposed to busing.

Because the present author k:.bws from personal experience that maximum

in,7.:.ravenience occurs when some of the children in a family are bused and others

are not, the relationship between the strength of opposition to busing scale

and the extent of busing in the family was analyzed further by means of a one

way analysis of variance, a procedure that will pick up a difference among the

three types of families (all bused; some bused and some not, none bused) re-

gardless of which group is the most opposed. Again, the relationship was not

significant.
31.

A final illustration of how weak and contradictory-the evi-

dence is for the notion that opposition to busing draws its strength from the

parents whose children are being bused is.provided by responses to the question

about the acceptability of busing with modifications in the extant plan. Those

with children whc were being bused were slightly less adamant about their op-
ti

position than those upon whom busing had no direct impact at all: adults who

had no school age children. Forty nine percent of the parents of bused stu-

dents were opposed to busing no matter how the plan might be modified and 52%

of the nonparents were adamantly opposed.

Other Parental Self- Interest Measures. Of the 15 measures of parental

self-interest examined, only three had statistically significant zero order

correlations: the likelihood of moving in the next 12 months, the relative

13
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rating of neighborhood schools and the age of the oldest child in school.

One of these was in the direction that a self-interest or personal concern

hypothesis might predict: the younger the oldest child the more opposed the

parent was to busing. But, again, the relationship was a weak one accounting

for about one percent of the variance.

The relationship of strength of opposition to busing to relative rating

of neighborhood schools was in the opposite direction ff.= what a self-interest

hypothesis, would predict: the better parents rated their neighborhood schools

relative to other city schools, the less they were opposed to busing:

The meaning placed upon the third significant relationship depends upon

how one interprets the parents' likelihood of moving in the next few months.

If a high likelihood is seen as reflecting few or no ties to the neighborhood,

then those with the least self-interest in the neighborhood were most opposed

to busing which is the opposite of what the self-interest or a territoriality

hypothesis would predict. On the other hand, it may reflect white flight:

those who were most opposed were most likely to contemplate moving. The re-

lationship was weak, nevertheless, accounting for slightly more than two per-

cent of the variance in opposition to busing.'

The Best Equation. The best equation for parents (using the criteria

defined above) included only two terms (likelihood of moving and relative

rating of schools) and had an R
2

of .04. With all 15 measures in the equation

the R
2
was only .06 and the Multiple R wai not significant. Hence, individually

and collectively, measures,of direct self-interest and convenience did not have

much of a relationship with anti - busing' attitudes in either the citizenry as

a whole or in the more limited domain of parents of school age children.

14
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Social Location:

We turn now to consider another non-racial factor in-which the self-

interest of whites may be less direct, but still potentially important:

location in the social structure. two aspects of social location must be

considered, the individual's current social class or status and his or.her

social background. It could be that the relationships reported in Tables

2 and 3 were so weak or ran counter to what might be expected on the basis

of direct self-interest and personal consequences because social class or

some other social structure factor, was masking or suppressing the relation-'

ships.

Current social location is also potentially-an important correlate of

anti-busing attitudes because some measures of social location such as type

of occupation or income are also measures of self-interest. Blue collar

workers of the two races are frequently in competition for jobs and some

of the most vocal opposition to busing in Louisville came from the white

dOminated blue collar labor unions. Blue collar workers have been prominent

in anti-busing demonstrations in Louisville, Boston and elsewhere prompting

one political organizer to comment: "Instead of pushing for a bigger share

of society's wealth, people are fighting over the leavings.
"32

Closely related to social location and also important for our analysis

of the attitudinal antecendents of opposition to busing is the social class

background or socialization of the respondent. The level of education,re-

ceived, for example, both influences how people think about political and

racial issues and places a person in America's status hierarchy. Other

measures of socialization, such as the region of the country where one was

reared, are less correlated with class or status than education but are
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highly correlated with racial attitudes.
33

Both social location and social-

ization must, therefore, be considered in a complete model of anti-busing

attitudes.

Current Social Location. The relationships of anti-busing attitudes

with measures of current social location are summarized in Table 4. After

a factor analysis revealed that the measures could not be combined profitably,

the.usual multiple regression procedure was performed using the measures in

Table 4. All but the two employment status variables were significantly re-

lated to strength of opposition to busing and had significant independent

effects in the best equation. The-tesults-were_not_perticularly strong, nor

were they generally surprising: persons in households headed by blue

workers, home owners, lower income persons, union members, and males tended

to oppose busing more than others. The R
2
for the best regression equation

was :07. Though that was roughly twice the R
2

for self-interest, current

social location was not a very strong predictor of opposition to'busing.

Insert Table 4 about here

Prior Socialization. Our measures of previous socialization are sum-

marized in Table 5. Education and region of socialization before age 13

proved to be the,stongest correlates of strength of opposition to busing in

this set. The lesser educated end those reared in the south were more op-

posed to busing than others. For eduCation, the difference among levels was

greater than for any variable reported so far. Sixty eight percent of those

with an eighth grade education or less were adamantly opposed to busing while

only 29% of those with graduate and professional school training were so

16
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opposed. The R
2
for the best equation for current social location was .07.

Insert Table 5 about here

Social Location and Socialization Combined. When all of the variables

in Tables 4 and 5 were run in one stepwise, best predictor criterion multiple

regression, the R
2
was .10 and it had only four significant terms: education

(Beta = -.24), union membership in the family (.10), home ownership (.10) and

region of socialization (-.09). Thus, while measures of current social loca-

tion and previous socialization, individually and collectively, were stronger

correlates of strength of opposition to busing than measures of direct self-

interest, they could at best account for about 10% of the variance in anti-

busing attitudes.
34

Political Attitudes:

The controversy over busing in Louisville and elsewhere is a political

issue, of course. Other researchers have found that anti-busing attitudes

were related to measures of political conservatism.
35

In addition, a number

of popular analyses have argued that opposition to busing stems from (white)

people's resentment about government interference in their lives.
36

The

implication of these arguments is that opposition tc busing is a backlash,

born in feelings of political impotence, against the government's and especially

the courts' departure from the laissez-faire doctrine of government.
37

Because

of space and time limitation, our survey could not explore all aspects of

political feelings and attitudes. We did include some questions designed to

tap different aspects of political conservatism and feelings of political

powerlessness, These items are shown in Table 6.

17,
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Insert Table 6 about here

Though many of these items appeared to fall on a common left-right or-

liberal to conservative dimension, a factor analysis failed to find it.

Hence, we treated each item individually in the multiple regression procedure.

These results are summarized in Table 6. It can be\seen there that our mea-

sure of laissez-faire attitude toward government. (diagreement with: "It

is,up to the government to make sure that everyone has a secure job and a

good standard of living.") was essentially uncorrelated with anti-busing

attitudes. For example, 51% of those disagreeing with the statement were

adamantly opposed to the busing plan while 54% of those who agreed were 'also

adamantly opposed.38

Our measure,pf political powerlessness was a someWelat better predictor

.

of opposition to busing. As shown in Table 6, agreement with the statement .

that "People like me don't have any say about what the government does" was

correlated .21 with the strength of opposition to busing scale and entered

the best regression .equation for this set of measures. Those feeling"politi-

pally powerless were more,likely to be adamantly opposed to busing (58%) than

thoie,feeling that they do have a say in governmental actions (43%).

The Best Equation. The best equation for the measures of political
1.

attitudes had an R
2

of .11 and four significant terms of about the same

streugth of association with oppositon to, busing as measured by their respec-

tive Betas. One of these terms was the political powerlessness item and the

other three were measures of different aspects of life style conservatism

(sex education) and law,and order conservatism (unsafe streets and the death
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penalty). Though the conservatism items tap distinct dimensions, the re-

lationships were in the same direction: the more conservative, the more

anti-busing. However, the conservatism that related to anti-busing was not

of the laissez-faire type. It had much more of a racial overtone to it than

many opponents of busing would like to admit.39N Notably absent from the

best political attitudes equation was strength of party affiliation.

position f.o busing in Louisville cut across party lines.

Personal and Fraternal Discontents and Deprivations:

OP-

Though the analyses will be reported upon in detail elsewhere, measures

of relative deprivation were considered as potential correlates of anti-busing

attitudes.
40

The deprivations were either relative to a reference group

(blacks, lawyers; educational experts, other whites) or to an absolute stan-

dard and the subject of the deprivation was either personal or fraternal (my

race, my neighbors). Furthermore, two dimensions of evaluation were used:

economic and influence on school decisions. In the final analysis (see belaw),

one of these proved to be important, but most did not.

Racial Attitudes:

The analysis has proceeded in stages fromiobviously non - racial" factors

' (having children, having them bused) through factors that have had progres-

sively more pronounced racial overtones (region of the country where respon-

dent was reared, law and order conservatism). Though the change has not

been linear, at each step the strength of the correlation with opposition to

busing has increased. Now, directly racial factors will be considered.

In doing so, a distinction will be made between two types of racial

attitudes and opinions.: old fashioned and symbolic racism. Old fashioned

racism is the cognitive component of racism from years gone by, the belief
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in the stereotypes that black people are lazy or dumb, and that it is justi-

fiable to exclude them from schools, jobs and personal relationships._ Most

Americans recognize old fashioned racism. It is the racism of Bull Conner,

George Wallace and the Klan. Symbolic or new racism is not so easy for many

Americans to spot. It is the belief that blacks are not playing fair and

that they are making illegitimate demands for changes in the racial status

quo. It is expressed not in stereotypes and support,for segregation, but in

abstract, moralistic, ideological symbols: blacks are getting more than they

deserve, the media and government show them too much respect, black anger is

unjustifiea, discrimination no longer exists.

Data shoWing that old fashioned and symbolic racism rest upon the same

negative feelings and that measures of symbolic racism predict racially rel-

event behavior. have been presented elsewhere.
41

Bete, the relationship between

the two types of racism and anti-busing attiAdes'will be analyzed.

The Louisville survey instrument contained items designed to assess

positions on both dimensions c'f racism. Old fashioned racism was measured

by questions assessing support for segregation (see Table 1 for examples),

negative stereotypes, social distance and the legitimacy of discrimination.
42

Symbolic racism was assessed by a' scale containing items such as "Over. the

past few years blacks have gotten more economically than they deserve" (strongly

or somewhat agree was regarded as the racist responSe) and "It is easy to under-

stand he anger of black people in America" (strongly or somewhat disagree was

regarded as the racist response).
43

Symbolic versus Old Fashioned Racism. Symbolic racism correlated .51

with the strength of opposition to busing scale and old fashioned racism cor-

related .36, as shown in Table 7. These were the two largest bivariate
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correlations with anti-busing attitudes in the entire data set. As racism

increased, opposition to busing increased dramatically in both instances.

For example, 22% of those low in symbolic racism were adamantly opposed to

busing while 81Z of those high in: symbolic racism were so opposed.
44

Further-

more as predicted, symbolic racism had a much closer relationship to strength

of opposition to busing than did old fashioned racism. Not only did symbolic

racism have a higher zero order correlation With anti-busing to begin with,

but with old fashioned racism controlled, the relationship was not greatly

reduced (partial r = .45). On the other hand, with symbolic racism controlled,

the already lower correlation between old fashioned racism and anti-busing

attitudes was reduced considerably more (partial r = ,.10). Old fashioned

racism was a factor in opposition to busing in Louisville,. but it was not

nearly the factor that symbolic racism was.

Insert Table 7 about here

Other Measures of Racial Attitudes. There were three other measures of

racial attitudes used in this analysis. One of these was a "feeling the,:mom-

eter" (ranging'from warm feelings to cold feelings toward blacks). This

scalescale has been used by others as a measure of favorable or unfavorable feel-

in or affect toward black people in general.
45

While its correlation withgAN

anti-bn?J-ng attitudes was rather weak (-.16), it was still a stronger,correlata

than any of e measures of personal self-interest and convenience used in

this study. The her two measures were the respondents' estimates of the

amount of social conta they had with blacks and their estimates of the

amount of contact of'-any so that they had. Both measures were not significantly

21
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correlated with opposition to busing, The low correlations for these contact.

measures :.as fairly strong evidence that strength of opposition to busing,

whatever its true source, did not grow out of personal experience with blacks.

Those with very little and those with a great deal of personal contact and

experience were ggually opposed to busing.

The Best Equation. As shown in Table 7, the only variable to enter the

best multiple regression equation was symbolic racism (Beta a .52). Notably.

missing from this equation. is old fashioned racism which did not increase

, the R
2
by one percent or more with symbolic racism in the equation.

46
The

R2R for this equation was .26. This was the largest R
2

for any subset of

: 2
variables examined and it was almost nine times as large as the R. for the

best Equation for personal self-interest.

A More Complete Model of Opposition to Busing:

Though racial attitudes by themselves, especially symbolic racism, were

the strongest correlates of anti- busing attitudes, it was entirely possible

that the effects of racism would be severely diminished when controls for

other correlates of busing opposition were\introduced. Therefore,.a more

complete mathematical model had to be developed that included and controlled

for the most likely predictors. SuCh a model would be the best estimate of

the social and attitudinal sources of opposition to busing in Louisville.

The same stepwise multiple regression procedure used above was employed

to construct this model. The potential prediction terms were the variables

comprising the best prediction equations for the subsets of factors previously

analyzed (self-interest, social location, racism, and so forth) plus three

variables that were theoretically important though they-had previously not

made it into the "best predicfion" equations: the old fashioned racism scale,

T
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a measure of "authoritarianism"
47

and the respondents' subjective estimates

of their own social class. This made 28 potential terms in the final equation..:

The best model developed by this procedure is summarized in Table 8.

Insert Table 8 about here

The-Best Equation. There were five terms in the best prediction equation.

These were symbolic racism, satisfaction with personal influence on school

desegregation decisions, southern socialization, living in a household headed

by a blue collar worker and endorsement of the crime in the streets ideology.

of these five, symbolic racism was definitely the strongest factor. It had;

the highest zero order correlation with anti-busing attitudes in the data

set, had the highest standardized regression coefficient in the final equation

and adding the other four terms to the equation only increased its predictive

power by five percent over what was predicted by symbolic racism by itself.

Opposition to busing in Louisville in the spring of 1976 was firmly grounded,

in this new form of racism..

Though weaker than symbolic racism, the second term in the best pre-

diction equation was a measure of the respcAdents' satisfaction with their

own influence on school desegregation decisions. Satisfaction was assessed
\

by asking respondents to rate their perceptions of the influence exerted on

school desegregation decision by a number of groups and individuals including ' \

blacks, whites, lawyers and themselves on a scale, running from."muchjtiors

influende than entitled 'to" through "the right amount" to "much less influence

than entitled to. VeryVery few people (4%) 'rated themselVes as having more .

influence than they were entitled to have so that ratings on this item

23



generally ran from respondents who thought had the "right amount" to

those who thought they had "much'less" than they were entitled to have.

Though it was not as strong a correlate as symbolic racism and the direction

of causation is ambiguous, with other factors 4ontrolled those who thought

they had less influence on school desegregatio than,they should have were

more opposed to busing than those who thought t ey had the right amount.

The other three terms in'the best predictiOn equation were quite-weak,

thOugh statistically significant.- Each one bar y added one percent to the

?equation's predictive power. Furthermore, with other potential predictors

added to the equation (hence controlling statistically for their influence),

the correlation between opposition to busing and occupation of the head of

the household did not differ significantly from zero. To the extent that

they were correlated with anti-busing attitudes after controlling for racism,

it is likely that southern socialization and being a member of a blue collar

family represent,the resifilual effects of reference group influence. In

'1,ouisville, southerners and blue collar workers were so overwhelmingly op

.posecito busing that, some members of those groups would be opposed independ-

ently of any personal prejudice '(by our measures) because everyone else they

knew was opposed.

The last variable in the best equation was an abstract, ideological

,question about crime in the streets. This item has been so closely associated

with symbolic racism in other studies, that it has been used as a surrogate

for it in studies wishing to avoid items worded with direct racial content.
49

It was intended as a symbolic racism item in this study, but when an item

analysis showed that it was only weakly related to the other scale Items,

it was used separately as an indicator of conservative, crime in the streets

24
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ideology.

Alternative Models and Controls. A number of.alternative models were

tested and the'most important of these are reported in detail elsewhere.
50

These analyses did not alterthe findings reported here. In the right hand

column of Table 8, the results of controlling for 21of the 23 other potential

predictors in the stepwise multiple regressions are summarized.51 As can be

seen there, symbolic racism remained the strongest and most important-cor-
.%

relate while the already weak effect of occupation was reduced to zero. Hence,
o-

with controls for social class, personal self-interest, political beliefs and

.relative deprivation and other discontents; those most likely to be opposed

to busing in Louisville in 1976 were persons high in symbolic racism and

those not satisfied with their influence on school desegregation decision,

southerners and law and order conservatives.

Conclusion:-

Busing is a racial issue. Given the differences between the two races

in Louisville on the issue (see Table 1),sone could hardly expect it to be

otherwise. Nevertheless, so many white opponents have insisted that-the

issue was quality education or the costs to parents and students that .the

findings reported here are instructive.' In the final analysis, having ties

to the neighborhood, perceiving that your neighborhood schools were superior

to others, having ,children in the public schools, even having children who

were bused were insignificant in predicting opposition to busing. Racism

wasthe big factor.

But it. is not old fashioned racism that gives anti-busing attitudes

their strength and prevalence. Certainly, white peoplewho think blacks are

dumb and who oppose any form of integration are opposed to_busing. However,
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some people who do not hold these posit Ons also oppose busing and their

presence in the ranks of opponents clouds-the issue. Americans recognize

old fashioned racism; but they are,not so perceptive when it comes to other

forms of racism.

The wide spread opposition to busing..in Louisville (and elsewhere) is

rooted in a. new form of racism, symbolic racism. ThiS is the belief that

discrimination no, longer exists, that blacks are making unfair demands and

illegitimate gains and that poweiful persons and institutions in the nation.

are giving blacks undue recognition and respect. These beliefs are not seen

as racism by many white AMeritans but.they rest on the same negative, feelings

as old fashioned racism.
52

And, the two are equally able to predict racially

relevant interpersonal behaviors. 53 In other words, persons high in symbolit

racism have the same negative feelings toward blacks as persons high in old

fashioned racism and they behaVe toward blacks in similar ways. Symbolic

.

racism, however; is not perceived as racism while old fashioned racism is.'

'Thus, the debateover busing rages on with opponents unable to recognize

their racism and supporters sensing that racism is part of the debate but

3

unable to identify. it clearly._ Both. are mislead because they have old fashioned

racism in mind.

Opposition to busing is, in fact, an aspect of symbolic racism. Little

white-children getting on bpses.io ride out of their neighborhoods to-school

is another symbol of the unfair demands and gains of blacks at.the expense of

whites. Parties to the debateargue as.if they. were concerned with harm to

children or .the family or the community or the nation. But, as is the case

-

with symbolic issues, they shout past'one.another because the debate is really

over whose'Values will dominate public life and whose group will receive the

11

2 6
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concommitant public respect. To the extent that a busing policy is officially

supported by the courts, the school system and other branches of government

(even reluctantly), it symbolizes that blacks are valued enough by the govern-

ment and other institutions of society to make the costs of time; effort and

money worthwhile. Both blacks and whites know this instinctively.

What, then, can be done to defuse the conflict?

Obvibusly, one thing that will not be effective is to call busing op-
-

ponents symbolic racists. Most do,not think they are any sort of racist now

and. showing them a' reat deal of data and.the analyses of a social scientist

or two will not cause them either to accept their beliefs as racist or to

change their minds about`' busing.

Much more effective would be to push ahead with busing where it is necessary

and at the same time deal constructively with the symbolic needs of whites.

Actions and words by court, school and pUblic offi:/als showing that whites'

values and needs are.officially recognized will symbolize to whites that they

C
are also respected. One approach might be to institute highly visable'pro-

grans designed to make the school system attractive to white parents and stu-

dents. These might includedrima classes, college preparatory programs, ad-
.

ditional vocational training programs and soccer and tennis teams. All of

these programs would be open to all. students, of course, and not only whites

.

are concerned'about having these programs in the schools. However4if they

are clearly labeled as attempts to keep whites in the school system while
5

desegregating through busing, they will both make the syitem more attracttve

to white parents and symbolize to White parents and nonparents that thft-sChool

system cares about whites as well as blacks.
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The specific actions and programs designed to meet the symbolic needs

of'whites will test our ingenuity and cost dollars. On the other hand, the

costs of a segregated school system and society are also great.

ro
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Table 1

Opinions with Regard to Segregation and Busing

in Louisville and Jefferson County

(1976 Adult Sample)

Item White Blacks
(N -879) (N170)

"Generally speaking, do you favor full racial
integration, integration in some areas of life,
or separation of. the races." (% Separation) 16% 1%

"In principle, do you think that it is a good
idea or a bad idea for children to go to schools
that have about the same proportion of blacks and
whites as generally exists in the Louisville-
Jefferson County area?" (% Good Idea) 51% 90%

"To what extent do you favor or oppose busing to
achieve racial desegregation as it has been put
into effect here in Louisville and Jefferson County?
Do you strongly favor it, somewhat favor it, somewhat
oppose it or strongly oppOse it ?" (% Strongly
Opposed) 76% 13%

"Are you opposed to busing to .achieve racial desegre-
gation in all cases...or could you foresee a situa-
tion in which some type, of busing program might' be
an acceptable means for achieving racial desegregation
in the schools in Louisville and Jefferson County?"
(% Opposed in All Cases) 53% 9%

"Assume that the current busing plan to achieve
racial desegregation is continued again next school
year, which statement on this card best describes
what action you are likely to take yourself?"
(% Protest and Demonstrate Against Busing) 20% 5%
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Table 2

Strength if Opposition to Busing

as a Function of Measures of Self-Interest

Measures of Self-Interest Gamma r Beta

Children in Public, Private or Parochial Schools
(No Children -0, At Least One Childsol) .18 .11 .11*

Esti-, of Meighborhood Schools Relative to Other
City Schools

(Better -High) -.08 -.08 -.09*

Length of Residence in Neighborhood .05 .08 . .08

Home Ownership
(Rent's°, Own*1) .09 .09

General Happiness with Neighborhood
(Very Happy*High) -.12 -.06

Numb -.r of Relatives in Neighborhood .12 .04

Like)thood of Moving in Next 12 Months .12 .01

Perceived Social. Importance of Neighborhood School .01 .00

R
2 of Best Equation*=.03, F(3, 840)=7.67, p< .01

R
2

for All Measures -.Q3, F(8, 835)*3.78, p < .01

*Only the Betas from the Best Equation are reported. See text and footnote

X for definition of Best Equation.
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Measures of Self Interest Among Parents.

(Whites Only, N267)

Measure of Self Interest r Bete

Likelihood of Moving in Next 12 Months .13* .13

Rating of Neighborhood Schools Relative co Ocher
City Schools

(BatterHigh)

Type of School Attended by Children in Family
(All in Privaceml, Soma in Private and
Soma in Public -2, All in Public -3)

Extant of Busing in Family
(loni Bused -1, Some Bused and Some Not-2,
All Bused -3)

Proportion of Children to be Bused in the Future -.08

(Yoga -1, Some, BLit Noe A11.2, A11.3)

Age of Oldest Child in School -.11*

Grade of Oldest Child -.10

Number of Relatives in Neighborhood .05

General Happiness with Neighborhood -.08

Length of Residence in Neighborhood

Number o,f Children in School -.03

Numba0 Children in nblic Schools .00

Girls in School \\ -.03.

Ant er. of Boys in Schok -.01

Peitcsived Social Importance of NelOborhood.
School -.03

R2 of Beet Equaciona.04, F(2:264).4.97, 7< .01

a2 0 All Measures -.06, F(15, 251)...96, N.S:\
cf

3
\

*p < one tailed

a,
Qnly the\ietas from the Base Equation are reported. 3 :ex: for :.'ef.Lhicicn

of Best Sq4cion
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Table 4

Strength of Opposition to Busing

as a Function of Measures of Current Social Location

(Whites Only, N=698)

Measures of Current Social Location Gamma r Beta

Occupation of head of household
(Blue Collar=0, White, Collar=1) -.29 -.20 -.13*

Do you own your own home here, or do you rent?
(Rent=0, Own=1) .09 .08 .13*

Total Family Income for 1975 -.13 -.11 -.14*

Are you currently a member of a labor union,
or is anyone here in the household a member?

(No Union Member -0, At Least One=1) .27 .16 .10*

Respondent's sex is
(Male=0, Female=1) -.10 .07 -.08*

Unemployment
(Retired, Employed, Housewife, etc.=0,
Unemployed=1) .15 .05

Employed
(Unemployed,. Retired, Housewife, etc.=0,
Employed=1) .05 .01

612

R of Best Equation*+.07, F(5, 692)=10.95, p < .001

R
2

for All Measures=.08, F(7, 690)=8.04, p < .001

*Only the Betas from the Best Equation are reported. See text for definition
of Best Equation.
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'rabid .5

Strength of Opposition to Busing as a Function

of Measured of Socialization and Perceived SuCia.l Stamm

(Whites Only, No715)

Measure of Socialization and Perceived Social Status Gamma r Beta

Education -.-24 -.25 -.23*

What is the name of the community you lived in the
longest up until the time you were 13 years of age?

(SouthoO, Northam].) -.31 -.14 -.10*

What is the name of the community you lived in the
longest between the ages of 13 and 18? ,

(SouthoO, Northol) -.19 7.08

Age .07 .09

Importance of religion as a child
(Most Important Thing in My Life -High) .08 .08

What type of work did your father mainly do while

-.25 -.15
you were growing up?

(Blue Collar -0, White Collarol)

How many years have you lived in Louisville or
Jefferson County?' .08 .12

_Subjective Social Class -.19 -.10

R
2

of Best Equation*o.01, F(2, 112..28.16, p <..001

R
2

for All Measures...09, F(7, 107)..9.81, p < .01

*On'y the Betas from the Best Equation are reported. See text for definition
of Eest Equation.
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Strength of Opposition to ilueing

as A Function of Meamurea oe rolitical Atrltudom

(Whites Only, N401781)

Measures of Political Attitudesa

Streets aren't safe these days without a police-
man around

People like me don't have any say about what the
government does

Sex education classes should be taught in the
Louisville atld Jefferson County schools

. I favor the death penalty for persons convicted
of murder

Obedience and respect for authority are the most
important virtues children should learn

Gamma r Beta

.22 .21 .16*

.24 .21 .16*

-.21 -.18 , -.14*

.14 .14 .12*

.22 .19

It is up to the government to make sure that
everyone has a secure job and a good standard of
living -.03 -.01

What this country needs most, more than laws and
political programs, is a few courageous, tireless,
devoted leaders in whom the people.can put their
faith

Strength of Democratic Party Affiliation
(Very Strong Eepublican=1, Very Strong
Democrat -7) -.06 -.06

'\

R
2 of Best Equation*.11, F(4, 776)23.99, p < .001

R
2

for All Measuresuo.12, F(8, 772)7.113.47, p < .001

aA11 but Party Affiliation are Likert type items ranging from Strongly
Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5)

-1\

*Only the Betas from the Best Equation are reported. See text for definition

of Best Equation.
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Htrangth of OppouItton Lo Miming

44 4 Functfon of Mommoou of !imolai. Acticodeti

(Whites Only, 197)

Measures of Racial Attitudes Gamma r Hata.

Symbolic Racism .50 .51 .11*

Old Fashioned Racism .37 .36

Feeling Thermometer for Blacks
a

(Warm or Favorable -High) -.19 -.16

Have any blacks visited socially in your home,
or have you visited socially in any black homes
in the last month or so?

(Yessil, No.10) -.06 -.05

Frequency of Any Contact with Blacks
(Almost Every Day -High) .01 .00

.604-

112 of Best Equation*.26, F(1, 596)207.63, p < .0b1

R2 for All Measuresim.27, F(5, 592) .'44.63, p < .001

*Only the Betas from the Best Equation are reported. See text for definition

of Best Equation.

a
See text for details.
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Table 8

Best Stepwise Multiple Regression Equation for

Predicting Strengthof;Opposition to Busing

(Whites Only, N563)

redictor Variable
In. Order Entering Equation)

Beta for
Best
Equation'

Beta with
21 Control
Variables

.

SyMbOlic Racism .44*** .39***

Satisfaction with Personal Influence
on School Desegregation Decisions -.13*** -.22**

Southern SOcialization .10** .09*

Blue Collar Head of Household ".10** ..07

Crime in the 'Streets Ideology 108*. .09*

R
2

rt

.31 .34

\'49.72*** 10.93***

d.f. 5, 557 25, 537

'*F ratio significant at p < .05
**F ratio significant at p< .01

***F ratio significant at p < .001
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